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About This Content

Developed by aviation guru and flight simulation enthusiast Jane Whittaker, Dangerous Approaches is a mission pack consisting
of 20 of the most nail-biting approaches in modern aviation. Following routes flown by real-world pilots, accuracy in speed and

direction is of the essence.

Each mission starts in a default FSX: Steam Edition aircraft picked specifically for each approach, although any aircraft may be
used on any of the flights. The flight plans are pre-loaded into the GPS of the aircraft to give you the best chance of landing

these approaches.

Features

20 nail-biting missions ranging from 20 minutes - 3 hours

30+ hours of flight time

Pre-programmed weather settings varying from sunny skies to blizzards to thunderstorms.

Successful landings are recorded in the FSX Logbook

Featuring voiceovers by Angel Heaven Lee

Please note that the FSX mission compass has not been included. Most of the approaches included in this mission pack require a
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very specific route to the airfield and cannot be executed by using a simple arrow point.
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I love this game. The Single player is a blast! I feel it reminds me of total war with the turn-based system. Your goal is to
capture certain facilities on the map that bring in certain resources or other support needs. (Spare parts, fuel, ammo, airbase,
radar, etc.) except much more simplifed and obviously in a different universe with tanks, aircraft and infantry!

The Single player USA campaign is awesome! Going from battlefield to battlefield conquering the airbases, fuel depots, radar
stations and defending them is fun.

The unit variety is quit nice also that makes the game more interesting- MBT-70, Abrams, M60, all sorts of anti-tank missile
vehicles, its just awesome to see how they work, have proper armor values and realstic armor system on all the vehicles.

Its 5 dollars! A great deal for a game you will get 20-40 hours of out in just one campaign!

Great game, I wish the multiplayer had co-op campaign and the multiplayer to be functional as doing it over virtual netowrking
is pretty laggy and boring.

The graphics are also not fantastic, but if you have played blitzkreg or honestly don't care, it works for anyone.

Great game for any RTS\/RTT gamer!. Played this on 360 as well as PC. awesome RTS!!!. Recommended for anyone who likes
shooting Colombian gangsters.. Lovely art style (including a gorgeous chapter map), challenging puzzles, and an actual storyline
- you'll not regret bewitching yourself by playing Crystals & Curses!. really not good one. pay to win.. Don't expect the sun and
the moon, but...
For this price, and given the premise that this is supposed to be a bootcamp, it's actually not that bad even this early on.
It does help you out to practice with different weapons that appear in various Battle Royale games, and it allows you to learn
their quirks, how they recoil, effective distance and such.
I think there's still work to be done. I really hope that the dev won't abandone it, because it has great potential, but even today
you can pick it up for the laughable price it sells for, and get that much needed practice.. I do not reccommend this game. The
idea for this game was great, the features promised was nice, but in the end the game didn't hold up to what it was offering. The
play value was short, and honestly, you just lose your interest after awhile. If you like music games I would rather recommend
Audiosurf.
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Really fun!...But a game breaking glitch is there that makes both characters invisible. I don't know how it happens, but it does.
But everything else is perfect.. The art style in Fran Bow is wonderful and matches with the game's focus on a child. You are
able to step into the mind of this young girl who has been through a traumatic event. In the beginning, she is inside of a mental
institution. The puzzles are intuitive and interesting. They fit in with the flow of the game, very well. Fran Bow is a super weird
game, and I highly recommend it for adults. There is really creepy content. Because of the disturbing mature of Fran Bow, I
would hesitate to recommend it for kids.. A really fun little indie game with a good sense of humour and a fast paced and
enjoyable turn based battle system.. this one had a different vib to it. fantastic game. Check out our roleplay of it.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/gJ7vEk_5RXc. One of my favorite city builders!. Wow, just wow. This is the best game I have ever played.
Having gone to school for archaeology and anthropology this fulfilled that need to explore, to learn, and to connect the dots. The
story is rich and diverse and I played the game start to finish in a total of 46 hours in less than a week. I couldn't stop playing. A
masterpiece.
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